
%01/01/2016 IG August 21, 2010. 
 

 *Seven Seals to forge the !Key to close the #Brass Embassy in #Edgarton. The 
crazy demonologist @Yancell searched for the way to do it, at the request of 
@Adrian. He returned pursued by the ^Lords of Air who tried to silence him. He 
shared what he learned, the seals that, if broken in this time and place, would 
allow them to seal the Brass Embassy. @Lydia became the !Key. 1. Bring extra-
dimensional warpstone to life. (done) 2. Bathe in the blood of the monster maker 
made monstrous. (done) 3. Capture a storm of deathless light in flesh. (done) 4. 
Give sight to the Sorrower. (done %01/01/2016) 5. Steal the !Oracle of 
Orcus and gaze upon #Dekovarian. 6. Drink from the #Palm of Marribus or !Palm 
of Marribus (don't know.) 7. A Nephelim must commit suicide at the Brass 
Embassy. (Last updated %01/01/2016) 

 
 @Daniel had a housewarming on August 21, 2010, on the #Cliffside House. 

@Genevieve, @Kinselton, @Adrian, @Emma, @Ellis, @Amy, @Lydia, 
@Eurora, and @Mugsy attended. Daniel's picture of himself and @Ulysses was 
prominently featured in the modest home. Mugsy loved the pinwheels, meat, and 
cheese. The entertainment was playing the radio and listening to adventure 
stories from those present. Later on, @Kryptma arrived on a moped and told 
Genevieve she found a spider council; then Kryptma headed back to "Favian 
Manor". %01/01/2016 

 

 While @Lydia stayed at #Favian Manor @Amy stayed there too as her 
bodyguard. Amy arranged a hammock halfway up the wall in the corner of the 
ballroom, to keep an eye on things. %01/01/2016 

 

 Since @Chatterly died, his estate was left to @Lady Underwood. Underwood 
asked @Lydia to run the #Ellsthwaite Bookstore for her, @Kyle Stevens and 
@Jenny Fitz assist, with some part time help too. Hours are 10-8. 
@Adrian talked with Lady Underwood about possibly taking care of Chatterly's 
house, and the underground book vault in its backyard. Underwood was skeptical 
of him as a caretaker, but open to the idea if someone else wanted to move in 
who would look after the home and the book vault. %01/01/2016 

 

 @Kryptma goes on a dangerous mission to the #Glim Rift with @Genevieve, 
@Adrian, @Lydia, and @Kinselton. They go through the #Banewood around the 
Rift, discovering that the cables of spiderweb can only be cut by magical 
weapons like Genevieve's !Orb. They meet with the @Sage of Whispers spider 
council. That horrible monster has a wall of flesh studded with desperate eyes, 
and cuts sheets off to wear as a coat. The Sage trades the !Antediluvian 
Spark (which is a chunk of amber the size of a head, with a black slit in it) for 
Lydia's eye, the !Eye of the Key. To do this, the Sage pulls Lydia in, and out of 
consciousness, and operates on her, folding the impossibly big Spark into her 
eye socket. When Lydia opens her new eye, she sees into and through the Sage 
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and to the 17 adjacent dimensions in all directions that connect through the 
spiderweb; she destroys lesser sorrow spiders that surround them, using her 
sight. They return home. %01/01/2016 
 

 The #Glim Rift seems to be made out of the bones of the universe, layered with 
time, and broken. The @Sage of Whispers guards it, a massive spider council 
served by many sorrow spiders. One side of the Rift has a flesh wall with many 
eyes, and the Sage cuts out cloaks to wear, then puts them back when done. 
The Rift is between realities, and the Sage listens to the wind through the web to 
learn things. It is unclear whether the web helps hold the rift together, or keeps it 
apart. Sorrow spiders rub glim on the web to make it sticky. Spirits caught in it 
cannot die, but instead suffer endlessly, and that suffering helps feed the Sage. 
The #Banewood surrounds the rift, feeding in its corrupt energies. #Umbra 
Sightseeing %01/01/2016 
 

 Returning from the #Glim Rift to #Favian Manor @Lydia breaks @Genevieve 's 
special mirror as she comes through, almost "too big" to fit. She is not 
comfortable, straining in the !Elder Signs so they go to the end of the driveway. 
@Adrian glances at Lydia with mystic sight and sees that her energy is unprinted 
by the Veil; it predates Prime's isolation as an independent dimension, and is the 
stuff of the cosmos. This drives him to poetry. Meanwhile Lydia opens her eye 
just a crack on Prime. She sees how time and space are a tiny narrow bandwidth 
of what is real, and the realization echoes forward and backward in time, creating 
her ability to teleport. She is also given mega perception and mega stamina with 
regeneration (rising from a 4 mutation to a 5 with previous key endeavors, and 
now up to a 6, so she can backfill her corruption.) She finds the new cosmic 
perspective distracting. The opening rang the defenses of #Favian Manor and 
#Favian Church like a bell. %01/01/2016 

 

 After discussing the matter on the Prow of Revelations aboard #Adrian's Yacht, 
@Genevieve realizes they could try to hide @Lydia and her new energy 
signature from Hell by going to #Mumford Block. @Adrian gets a call from @Fr. 
Abrams that his church contacts detect a massive shifting of energy in the forces 
of Hell, and Adrian knows it is probably in response to their activities. Genevieve 
points out they just broke the fourth seal, and it is the first one that is largely 
extra-dimensional. That's bound to wake some opposition. Anyway, 
@Lydia takes @Amy with her, teleporting to Mumford Block. They are witnessed, 
but Amy demands all witnesses line up to give a statement, so they vanish. Lydia 
and Amy sneak into the basement of Mumford Block to hide. @Mugsy found 
Lydia's new energy to be fascinating and terrifying; he also has been making 
pinwheels to share with guests, inspired by @Daniel's housewarming party. 
%01/01/2016 

 

 With @Lydia and @Amy hiding under #Mumford Block, @Genevieve realizes 
this is the ideal time to breach the basement vault prison of #Precinct 13 in 
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Torpedo Bay, run by the ^Wilters backed up by the demons, to rescue @The 
Director. The prison is shielded against quantum intrusion, and some other 
methods, but not so much against arcanists. And probably not against 
@Lydia and her cosmic powers. @Genevieve and @Adrian and 
@Kinsleton sneak in to the #Mumford Block basement. Genevieve takes the 
memory of the coordinates from Adrian and plants them in Lydia. Lydia teleports 
there with Adrian. Adrian dispels the door magically (the Director is packed and 
ready to go) and the Director is shocked remotely as defenses spool up. Lydia 
calls him to hand telekinetically then teleports out, all in 5 seconds. Genevieve 
searches the unconscious Director and finds a nasty failsafe built into his spine; 
Adrian pulls it out magically. (That was the end of the session.) %01/01/2016 
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